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Chapter 1101 Rune Fusing 

‘How could this woman be so terrifying, her Chill not only freezes flames, it can even freeze shadows. 

Shadow spells simply can’t get within three meters of that woman, isn’t she supposed to be an ordinary 

Frost Dragon? 

‘How could Frost Dragon have such a terrifying ice magic ability? Damn, that woman is definitely the 

descendant of a formidable Dragon, she might even be the descendant of the legendary original Frost 

Dragon. 

‘I’m out of ideas, even fleeing is impossible. These damned guys absolutely won’t let me off...’ 

Dylas was scared witless, he didn’t dare to keep resisting after seeing that most of the mages hadn’t 

been killed and were only restrained, including Sizhang. He might be killed if this fight continued, at least 

he would have some hope to survive if he was caught. 

Dylas was just about to say something when Xiuban’s Carnage arrived in front of him. 

Blue and red light could be seen on the yellow halo covering Carnage, the two lights kept chasing each 

other around Carnage as formidable fire and ice power surged. Countless explosions seemed to be 

compressed when Carnage ruthlessly smashed on Dylas’ triple shield. 

The power of ice and fire interweaved and formed a terrifying explosive force. Then, a layer of bloody 

light covered Xiuban’s body and an imposing yet sinister aura flashed, tearing apart Dylas’ triple shields 

in an instant. 

Dylas saw Carnage sweeping in front of him with terrifying power, as well as the air being frozen to the 

point of forcibly obstructing his mouth and nose, blocking his breathing. 

He hurriedly took out a shadow rune imprint and transformed into a shadow, but Xiuban’s all-out attack 

instantly slammed onto that shadow. 

A loud explosion echoed as the shadow burst into pieces. Five meters away, a shadow suddenly 

appeared and transformed back into Dylas. He had been shaken out of the shadow state and spat out 

several mouthfuls of blood, his body was also covered in ice cracks, just like a cracked porcelain. 

The alarmed Dylas took out three bottles of Health Potions, and poured two of them over his body while 

drinking the last one, making the cracks slowly disappear. 

He saw Xiuban rushing over, but he could only stand there, unable to use his mana. 

His shadow had disappeared, it looked as if he didn’t exist. Just now, he had used the shadow rune 

imprint to make his shadow take the blow for him. 

But he hadn’t expected his shadow to be directly torn apart by Xiuban. His shadow had already been 

smashed into a few hundred pieces and he would be unable to use magic until his shadow recovered. It 

was a soul vibration, he couldn’t even cast the most simple spell to light a fire. 



Dylas was like a chick as he was carried in Xiuban’s hand before being bound and thrown to the ground. 

But after thinking about it, Xiuban didn’t feel too reassured. 

“Do we need to break his limbs? Can’t he escape by being bound like this?” 

Cold sweat trickled down Dylas’ back as he heard those words, but he wisely chose to not argue with 

that low intelligence Beastman-shaped monster. If he got angry, Xiuban might really break his limbs. 

A mage laughed from the side and said, “It’s all right, he can’t use his magic for the time being. Not 

dying is already his luck. If he hadn’t used that shadow rune imprint as a supporting material, he would 

have either died or became mindless due to excessive damage to his soul...” 

The shadow everyone cast was linked to their souls, this was a view that shadow mages always held 

onto. Controlling shadows was inevitably linked to souls. 

Xiuban was somewhat regretful at the fact that he couldn’t break Dylas’ limbs. 

“I heard that mages can use some general spells, like a spell to cook, summon water, or unbind ropes, 

he can definitely use those, can’t he? 

“I’ve once seen Sir Merlin control a rope as if it was alive...” 

Hearing Xiuban’s words, the few mages near him rolled their eyes. 

There was indeed a spell to unbind ropes, and it was indeed a general spell that all mages could cast, but 

that incantation could only untie simple binds. The harder ones required the Binding Removal Spell, that 

was a spell that could remove spells. Unfortunately, the incantation had been lost in the destruction of 

the Nesser Dynasty. 

All the people brought by Dylas and Sizhang had been captured, some of them ending up dead in the 

process. Moreover, many of them had their mana sealed and were thrown into the camp, bound and 

looking extremely miserable. 

After Dylas discovered that they were just caught, his mind suddenly became active. 

‘Mafa Merlin’s technique must have made some crucial progress or these people wouldn’t have 

remained here instead of hunting for mana crystals. 

‘They may be here to fawn over Mafa Merlin, but they didn’t capture us because they don’t dare to kill 

us, they are definitely afraid of offending the Burning Tower! 

‘Indeed, bringing Sizhang here was truly the correct move. Damn, those country bumpkins of the 

Andlusa Kingdom definitely don’t care about our Shadow Tower, they simply aren’t from the Odin 

Kingdom. If we retaliate, we will face the resentment of the Andlusa Kingdom’s other forces. 

‘Sky City is much stronger than our Shadow Tower, and they have very good relationships with other 

forces. The Shadow Tower might not necessarily avenge me if they get rid of me. 

‘But they won’t dare to offend the Burning Tower. The Burning Tower has the strongest existence 

among the mage forces, Dedale. 

‘As long as they don’t want to offend the Burning Tower, they won’t dare to kill us.’ 



Dylas’ eyes flashed and he sneered before angrily glaring at the surrounding mages. 

“You!? By fawning over Mafa Merin, you are offending the Burning Tower! None of you will have a good 

ending. 

“Especially Mafa Merlin, he will definitely die!” 

Hearing Dylas, the originally alarmed Sizhang immediately came to himself. 

“Hurry up and release us, or wait until Sir Dedale learns of this and you’ll all suffer from the Burning 

Tower’s bloody retaliation! The Burning Tower’s honor can’t be trampled. You guys offended our 

Burning Tower, all that awaits you is retaliation! 

“Let me tell you, I was dispatched here by Sir Dedale, you’ll all suffer if Sir Dedale learns of this!” 

Dylas and Sizhang were reluctant to admit their mistakes, but no one cared about them. They were 

imprisoned and everyone had their mana sealed. A mage of Sky City that was annoyed by the noise they 

were making even added a silencing array around these people. 

Lin Yun never came out during the entire thing. 

If not for Bailey wanting to destroy his Planar Path, Lin Yun wouldn’t have bothered to kill that guy. 

Lin Yun’s research had already reached a critical juncture. 

It wasn’t regarding the Beast God’s Blood, rather, in researching the Beast God’s Blood, he had 

researched the Law Runes contained within. 

He had been able to use basic runes to form a loose Law Rune, but that wasn’t a true Law Rune. 

Using hundreds of basic runes to form the Law Rune pattern could create a model that could display the 

power of Law Runes. 

But that method was really too complicated and the essence remained unchanged. 

But after grasping the frame and pattern and with his comprehension towards runes, Lin Yun already 

started fusing the runes. 

Floating in the sky of the Demiplane, there were close to 900,000 runes coiling around Lin Yun’s body. 

Numerous runes’ shadows flashed in Lin Yun’s eyes. These runes kept colliding and fusing, before 

transforming into new runes. 

All kinds of runes were merging around his body. Same types of runes started superposing and fusing. 

The first step of the fusion took no less than three hours. Close to 900,000 runes had been reduced by 

half. 

But the aura emitted by these runes was clearly stronger! 

The next round of fusion took even more time and he barely completed the fusion after seven hours. 



At that time, there were only a bit over 200,000 runes left. These runes appeared to be no different 

from ordinary runes, but they would keep changing into other runes every time they rotated. Each rune 

contained the power of multiple runes. 

After two rounds of fusion, it looked like four runes were fused together, but it didn’t just contain the 

power of four runes! 

These runes held several dozen kinds of different powers. After fusing a single rune, the fusion with 

another rune would create a new kind of rune. Different fusing patterns and sequences would result in 

completely different runes. 

There were several dozen ways of permuting and combining four kinds of runes together. 

Every fusion was a qualitative leap, reducing the number of runes but increasing the power and 

properties a few dozen times. 

After two rounds of fusion, Lin Yun’s forehead was already drenched in sweat. The next round of fusion 

required him to fuse three runes together. 

The difficulty was a few dozen times higher than it had been earlier. Ordinary mages didn’t have as 

many runes as Lin Yun, they also needed to advance to the Heaven Rank and stabilize their realm to 

complete this process with the help of Extraordinary Power. 

After completing this step, the runes would completely change into Law Runes! 

Lin Yun’s Magic Array was already operating at its peak and only a few hundred runes could be fused at 

a time, he wouldn’t be able to avoid a mistake if there were more. 

He would need to spend a year working on it without sleep if he fused those few hundred thousand 

runes one by one. 

These continuously changing runes were transforming in the air, sets of three formed triangles before 

slowly fusing. They looked as if they were slowly melting and converging towards the center of their 

triangles. 

Chapter 1102 Breakthroughs 

No matter if it was two-dimensional or three-dimensional, a triangle, or pyramid, were the most stable 

shapes. Stability was the first priority when forming Law Runes. That’s how the final fusion was and no 

one could change it. 

The previous fusions could be done by slowly fusing runes one by one. 

More than a day passed and runes dwindled in the sky. Less than 80,000 runes remained of the original 

200,000 runes, but the aura they emitted was completely different. 

The basic runes were only the most basic forms, they only had elemental power. But these runes formed 

from twelve basic runes exceeded the ten runes base line for Law Runes! 

They were stronger than most Law Runes created by Heaven Mages that had just advanced to the 

Heaven Rank. 



Most importantly, there was a huge number of them. 

Over 70,000 Law Runes could theoretically combine into several millions kinds of spells. 

Even if 99% of the spells were worthless, just by relying on these Law Runes, they were still bound to be 

better than Lin Yun’s ordinary spells! 

Once he finished the formation of the final Law Rune, no basic rune was left and the runes flickering 

within Lin Yun’s eyes disappeared. 

But Lin Yun’s aura started changing at that instant. The power of Wind, Fire, and Earth appeared on their 

own. A translucent cyan blue wind, a crimson flame, and a rolling lump of earth. They were rotating 

around Lin Yun’s body. 

Suddenly, a wisp of the aura of the Ice Law slowly appeared and an ice sphere formed from countless 

fragments of ice floated in Lin Yun’s surroundings and revolved around him just like the other three 

elements. 

Earth, Fire, Water, Wind, the four Foundation Laws thoroughly merged. The aura of Lin Yun’s mana kept 

rising, before instantly reached the 9th Rank of the Archmage realm in a burst. 

The manifestation of the four elemental Laws curled around him, and something happened as they 

reached an equilibrium. 

The cyan tornado, crimson flames, blue ice, and yellow earth completely changed shape and slowly 

transformed into four spheres. Then, the four spheres rapidly shrank and formed four crystals emitting a 

halo each. 

A huge wheel shadow suddenly appeared behind Lin Yun. These four spheres all revolved and entered 

the wheel shadow, falling into its center and embedding themselves into a position. 

At that moment, the wheel shadow behind Lin Yun seemed to become even more real. As it spinned, 

the starry sky-like mysterious wheel slowly turned four-colored and looked like a rainbow as it revolved 

behind Lin Yun’s back. 

Lin Yun closed his eyes and floated down. The Laws fluctuations spread to the entire Demiplane and 

refined the Demiplane’s Laws. 

Lin Yun used the four elements’ Foundation Laws to establish his Laws. They weren’t the strongest ones, 

rather, they were just the closest to the foundation. 

This kind of method to establish Laws wasn’t biased towards powerful fighting Laws, but it was only the 

early stages. 

Just like the Fire Laws’ branches, some leaned towards explosion, some towards burning, and some 

towards other directions... 

These kinds of branches were very powerful, while the Foundation Law was the most balanced and had 

no strength and no weakness. 



That was the most unacceptable kind to mages, but Lin Yun chose that one because it was the most 

suitable Law for the Magic Array 

It was also the most suitable for Lin Yun, especially after obtaining that Natural Demiplane. Choosing the 

Foundation Laws as a foundation was the best choice, and the strongest choice. 

With the Magic Array, he could release all kinds of powerful spells which were comparable to the mages 

with the branch Laws. More importantly, his future prospect would be broader. 

Mages of this era still didn’t know that only those who established a Foundation Law as their foundation 

Law would ultimately become the strongest. The more extreme or detailed a foundation Law was, the 

harder it would be to strengthen and they would ultimately be unable to strengthen it. Even if the 

mage’s Rank increased, the power of the Laws wouldn’t. 

As for mages that established a Foundation Law as their foundation Law, although they would be 

weaker early on, their power would grow without limits! 

Moreover, for the Demiplane to develop into a true world, the owner must have a well-rounded 

equilibrium. 

If Lin Yun merged four kinds of Laws and established the strongest Foundation Laws, the four elements 

would stabilize and the Natural Demiplane would immediately gain some benefits and show signs of 

developing to the next stage. 

But it would only stabilize to the passing line. To reach perfection, Lin Yun would have to personally use 

his power to guide the Natural Demiplane’s elements. 

As Lin Yun’s Laws fluctuations spread out, gales suddenly settled on the edge of the Demiplane, the 

violent sea waves also calmed down, the earth became more sturdy, and the berserk flames became 

docile. 

In an instant, the entire Demiplane turned into a genuine world. 

Lin Yun opened his eyes and grinned. 

‘Sure enough, it was just as I thought. The more control over the Natural Demiplane, the closer the 

connection. As long as I keep making progress and comprehend the Laws, although it wouldn’t make the 

Demiplane grow, its foundation would become better. 

‘From the bare minimum passing score into full marks. Only with full marks could it become a real world. 

It might be a bit bigger now.’ 

Just as Lin Yun was done with his breakthrough, the sky of the Burning Tower’s camp was covered in 

flames, and so was the mountain. 

A mage wearing a red flame robe walked out of the flames, those flames spread apart on their own, as if 

they were facing a sovereign, some of them even licked the mage’s body. 

“Sir Phelps, congratulations on succeeding the last step. You officially entered the Heaven Rank and 

became a true Heaven Rank powerhouse!” 



Dedale was smiling as he looked at the person before him with a cheerful expression. 

No one expected that someone on the same level as Dedale, a Pseudo Heaven Rank powerhouse 

transcending the Archmage realm, would be the first to come to a realization and advance to the 

Heaven Rank in the Raging Flame Battlefield. 

Phelps walked through the flames with an arrogant expression and nodded at Dedale. 

“Sir Dedale, the flames just told me that someone captured our Burning Tower’s mages, as well as killed 

some of our people. Who was it?” 

Dedale ignored Phelps’ attitude and nodded. 

“I received the news a day ago. Sir Sizhang led our mages and they were captured by Mafa Merlin. They 

are locked in their temporary camp. 

“Sir Phelps broke through the Heaven Rank at a perfect time. I shall trouble Sir Phelps to show off that 

our Buring Tower has a new Heaven Rank powerhouse!” 

Phelps sneered, “A bunch of idiots, they actually dared to challenge the honor of our Burning Tower?! 

Looks like the Burning Flag hasn’t appeared for a long time so people thought that the Burning Tower is 

all bark but no bite. 

“It’s time to teach a lesson to thoseThose Andlusan country bumpkins!” 

Phelps led the Burning Tower’s mages to attack Lin Yun’s camp, it just happened to be when Lin Yun left 

the Demiplane. 

Hearing what happened from his subordinates, Lin Yun didn’t really care. If they had been caught, they 

had been caught. 

They rushed to attack his camp, not killing them was already being benevolent. Attacking an ally’s camp 

and trying to steal their things was punishable by death. 

Lin Yun didn’t have time to finish his words before frowning. He could sense a Heaven Rank powerhouse 

surging with power rushing towards them. 

Apart from Lin Yun, the other four Heaven Rank powerhouses also noticed the Heaven Rank 

powerhouse’s aura. 

Lin Yun left the karst cave and glanced at the person walking on flames in the distance, several crimson 

flames were floating beside him as he flew over. 

Phelps led mages of the Burning Tower and stopped above the camp, overlooking the entire camp while 

releasing the pressure of a Heaven Mage. 

Everyone below the Peak of the Archmage realm paled, it was like a mountain was pressuring them and 

making it difficult for them to circulate their mana, especially the low 7th Rank Archmages, they couldn’t 

support the pressure and directly lied on their stomach. 

The only ones that could stand without paling were Morgan, Jouyi, Harren, Raphael, Lin Yun, as well as 

the gifted Xiuban and Reina. 



It would be considered pretty good if the others could barely stand. 

Phelps sneered as he glanced at the camp’s miserable condition with a proud expression. 

“Mafa Merlin? Who is Mafa Merlin? Get the f*ck out.” 

Lin Yun laughed. The four Heaven Mages had weird expressions and Morgan grinned, “I said I hadn’t 

seen the foolish Phelps for a while, I thought he was dead, I thought he was dead... But I really didn’t 

expect him to be lucky enough to advance to the Heaven realm, only to throw away his life. 

“But advancing to the Heaven Rank is a good thing, very good...” 

After mumbling, Morgan strangely smiled while Raphael couldn’t help grinning. 

‘We have four genuine Heaven Rank powerhouses here, as well as someone whose strength could 

compare to a Heaven Rank powerhouse. Moreover, it looks like Sir Mafa broke through. 

‘He is already a 9th Rank Archmage... His strength, in this Raging Battlefield blocking Extraordinary 

Power, might very well be stronger than ours. 

‘That idiot Phelps, it looks like he doesn’t know what happened recently, does he truly think that he can 

do whatever he wants by advancing to the Heaven Rank? 

‘He just broke through, his Demiplane most likely hasn’t been established. Even if he just established it, 

he would be more or less at our level. 

‘Yet he dares to come here and be rampant? Dedale probably didn’t explain properly. 

‘Damn, he provoked Mafa Merlin, I don’t know if that guy can be saved... Forget it, let’s see when he is 

on the verge of death...’ 

Lin Yun had a strange smile on his face as he just ignored Phelps’ aura and calmly walked out. 

“I am Mafa Merlin, you...” 

Lin Yun barely finished that sentence when Phelps’ aura suddenly rose and focused its pressure on Lin 

Yun. 

Lin Yun remained motionless, indifferently looking at Phelps. Not even his magic robe shook, Phelps’ 

pressure seemed ineffective on Lin Yun. 

Unfortunately, Phelps himself didn’t notice and thought that Lin Yun was stiff from the pressure. 

“Mafa Merlin, you are really daring! I’ll give you two choices. First, kneel and release all the mages of the 

Burning Tower before letting yourself be crippled. 

“I’ll spare your life and won’t bother to bicker about your offense on our Burning Tower. I’m not feeling 

like taking care of trashes like you. 

“2nd option, I get rid of you and all the trashes in you camp, I’ll burn everything to ashes and plant the 

Burning Flag in your camp. Don’t even think of surviving then. 

“The only thing awaiting you is total annihilation and I’ll save our Burning Tower’s mages myself. 



“You have three seconds to think. Once that time is past, you can only wait for the Burning Flag to be 

planted in your camp!” 

Phelps looked arrogant as he floated in the sky, looking at the crowd below him with indifference, as if 

they were no different from a group of ants waiting to die. 

Lin Yun couldn’t help laughing. 

“Who? I’d like to ask who gave you that confidence? Where did Dedale find such an idiotic Heaven 

Mage? This is clearly lowering the average intelligence of Heaven Rank powerhouse...” 

Phelps’ expression was filled with arrogance. His Heaven Rank aura surged at full power and flames kept 

revolving around him while the surroundings’ fire elements started converging towards him. 

“Fool! It’s because I’m a Heaven Mage! A true Heaven Mage! 

“I already established my Demiplane, my burning power can already burn everything to ashes! 

“The entire Raging Flame Battlefield is suppressing Extraordinary Power, yet I advanced to the Heaven 

Rank in there. Even if I can’t use Extraordinary Power to attack, it’s enough to become the most 

powerful person in the Raging Flame Battlefield. 

“Look at this group of stupid idiots, they can’t even support my aura! 

“A Heaven Mage isn’t something you can resist. Three seconds already passed, I’ll show you how strong 

a Heaven Mage is! 

“You can rest in peace knowing that you died in the hands of a Heaven Mage!” 

Chapter 1103 Challenge 

Lin Yun couldn’t help laughing and pointed at the four people in the rear. 

“Heaven Mage? Sorry, I have a few of them... 

Just as Lin Yun finished speaking, Morgan impatiently flew over and burst with the momentum of a 

Heaven Rank powerhouse, instantly sweeping away Phelps’ pressure. 

The shadow of a darkness Demiplane appeared behind Morgan and his surroundings instantly turned 

into night. In the shadow of the Demiplane, a pair of scarlet eyes suddenly opened and the creature’s 

evil aura seemed to be leaking from the Demiplane. 

Morgan was the first to rush into the sky, shortly followed by Jouyi and Harren. 

A revolving starry sky shadow floated around Jouyi, twisting the light in his surroundings. Endless 

starlight formed stars which then turned into the shadow of a revolving galaxy floating behind Jouyi. 

As for Harren, he was also a darkness mage, but his Demiplane was full of an incomparably huge amount 

of darkness mana and that pure darkness power coursed through his body. 

Phelps’ eyes suddenly widened at the appearance of three Heaven Mages. 

“Im... Impossible, how could there be three Heaven Mages?! That’s, that’s impossible!” 



Phelps almost fell down from the shock, but this wasn’t over. Raphael floated over while smiling, gales 

covering his entire body while Wind Blades condensed around him out of their own volition. 

Similarly, a Demiplane shadow appeared behind Raphael. 

Four Heaven Mages were floating in the air and this made the pride and arrogance on Phelps’ face 

instantly disappear, replaced by an unconcealable shock. 

‘Four Heaven Mages! 

‘Four Heaven Mages that established their Demiplanes! 

‘Sh*t, how could this be?! Isn’t the entrance to the Raging Flame Battlefield stopping Heaven Rank 

powerhouses from coming in? How could they have come? 

‘Wait, no, damn, that’s Raphael, and that’s Morgan... 

‘They actually advanced to the Heaven Rank? And these two are from the Andlusa Kingdom, Jouyi and 

Harren... They actually broke through?! 

‘Damn, since when is advancing to the Heaven Rank that easy? 

‘Did they also unexpectedly gained some understanding of the Laws in the Raging Flame Battlefield? 

Wait, no, the strongest Law in the Raging Flame Battlefield is the Law of Fire, how could they have 

broken through?! 

‘Oh, right, these people aren’t Mafa Merlin’s subordinates, they aren’t members of the Merlin Family!’ 

After the shock, Phelps immediately recalled this crucial information. 

“Raphael, Morgan, you are citizens of the Odin Kingdom yet you are actually helping a repulsive outsider 

handle me? Could it be that you want to start a war with the Burning Tower? 

“As for you, Jouyi and Harren, so what if you advanced to the Heaven Rank, do you really want to fight 

our Burning Tower? 

“Our Burning Tower is now officially at war with the Merlin Family, could it be that you want to join in 

this war? 

“Think about it carefully!” 

After seeing through them, Phelps was full of confidence. He sneered as he looked at the four Heaven 

Mages, not afraid of them. 

Morgan sneered and looked at Phelps as if he was an idiot. 

“Foolish Phelps, it looks like you still don’t understand what’s going on. But, if you can represent the 

Burning Tower to start a war with Mafa Merlin, then alright, I’ll represent the Henry Family and join this 

war. 

“We will stand on Sir Merlin’s side as his closest allies. 

“If you dare to cast a single spell today, my Darkness Elemental God will tear you apart!” Morgan roared. 



He hadn’t fought with a Heaven Rank powerhouse since advancing and had yet to go all-out. His 

Darkness Elemental God had matured a few days ago, but he didn’t dare to let it out casually. 

He had released it once and it ended up tearing apart a Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beast to the point 

where not a single usable material was left. If they hadn’t been torn apart, the materials had been 

corroded by the darkness and became wasteful. It even devoured the mana crystal. 

Now, there was an opportunity to display its power and fawn over Lin Yun, how could he not jump onto 

it. 

Morgan summoned his Demiplane shadow and darkness mana surged, it was like ink floating in the air. 

The darkness mana formed a several-dozen-meter-big darkness vortex from which a several-meter-big 

pitch-black claw surged out from. 

A sinister darkness aura instantly spread out, and a ten-meter-tall inky pitch-black monster walked out 

from within. There wasn’t a single wisp of radiance coming from that monster, it was as if it absorbed all 

light. 

Its scarlet eyes were filled with all kinds of negative emotions, and its evil aura transformed into strands 

of dark red smoke that curled around its body. 

The appearance of that monster made everyone’s expression change. 

Darkness Elemental God, this kind of pure evil slaughtering tool was completely devoid of intelligence. It 

was only filled with endless negative emotions and would keep absorbing the mage’s negative emotions 

to grow and strengthen the surroundings’ negative power. 

Darkness mages have been denounced and rejected by people for a very long time, they were even 

hated more than Necromancers. It was because of a certain darkness mage. After advancing to the 

Heaven Rank, that darkness mage walked the path of Darkness Elemental God summoning and he used 

that pure slaughter monster to create disasters. 

At that time, after the darkness mage advanced to the Heaven Rank, he started retaliating against the 

Ivory Tower mage force. The Ivory Tower was a major force in the Odin Kingdom a millennium ago and it 

had quite a few Heaven Rank powerhouses. 

But it was completely destroyed by the darkness mage. When that darkness mage advanced, his mana 

hadn’t been purified completely and his negative emotions hadn’t been fully cleansed. During the crazy 

massacre of the Darkness Elemental God, the darkness mage’s negative emotions grew until he 

ultimately transformed into a monster that only knew slaughter. 

A darkness mage that lost reason led a Darkness Elemental God that only knew slaughter to kill every 

single living being within a hundred kilometers. 

Ultimately, the Odin Kingdom’s forces joined hands and put an end to that Darkness Elemental God and 

that darkness mage. 

How could Phelps not know of this matter as a member of the Burning Tower. 



Before he could say anything, the Darkness Elemental God sensed Morgan’s intentions and disappeared 

after letting out a deep roar. It only left an afterimage behind before instantly reappearing in front of 

Phelps. 

Those pitch-black sharp claws ruthlessly grabbed onto Phelps. 

A sharp ear-piercing friction noise echoed, as if two sharp swords were clashing against each other and 

kept corroding Phelps’ Fusion Shield. 

The friction sounds grew louder. 

After a second, Phelps’ Fusion Shield darkened and a few of his Law Runes lost their brilliance. It looked 

like a big hole would soon be corroded. 

Phelps promptly let out two fire runes and several flames exploded on the body of the Darkness 

Elemental God, sending it flying. 

After being sent flying, the Darkness Elemental God stepped onto the pitch-black smoke and shook its 

head, apparently stunned from the explosion. Its wounds were being covered by darkness power and 

instantly healed. 

Phelps kept drawing back, but the four Heaven Mages were already encircling him. Even Raphael didn’t 

feel anything wrong about besieging him with four people. 

Cold sweat trickled down Phelps’ forehead. He raised his staff and looked at the four Heaven Mages 

before roaring in fear, “Do you really want to start a war against our Burning Tower? F*ck, will the 

power behind you even agree to it? 

“You guys should think clearly! Do you think you can bear the cost just because you advanced to the 

Heaven Rank?!” 

Phelps roared in an attempt to make the four Heaven Mages give up, but the four of them only sneered. 

They finally got an opportunity to stretch and fawn over Lin Yun, none of them would give up on it. 

And none of them cared that they were going four versus one, they were all at the same rank and all 

thought, ‘You thought you were so amazing, so going four versus one shouldn’t be a problem for you, 

right? 

‘It’s not as if a group of stronger people were ganging up on you, we are at the same rank, so there is 

nothing wrong.’ 

Phelps’ hope was shattered and cold sweat trickled down his back. The pressure of the four surrounding 

Heaven Mages felt like a mountain pressing down upon him. The terrifying mana fluctuations curled 

around his body and seemed ready to condense into a spell at any moment. 

“Mafa Merlin! Damn you, this is a grudge between us, yet you are actually using others! No wonder you 

dare to capture our Burning Tower’s people, it turns out you begged a few Heaven Mages! 

“Despicable coward! If there is the slightest bit of honor left in you, then come and accept my challenge! 



“I also can’t use Extraordinary Power, as long as you can resist three spells from me, I’ll forgive you and 

no longer trouble you. 

“But you have to release our Burning Tower’s mages! If you can’t handle three spells, then you have to 

release our mages, personally apologize to the Burning Tower, and give us a satisfactory explanation!” 

Phelps couldn’t convince the four Heaven Mages to give up, the only thing he could do was provoking 

Lin Yun. 

Lin Yun calmly looked at Phelps and seemed to be slowly pondering over Phelps’ suggestion. 

But Phelps was in a hurry, the four Heaven Mages had yet to attack, only the Darkness Elemental God 

had made a move, and it was very troublesome. Morgan aside, any other Heaven Mage joining the fray 

would put him at a disadvantage, and if two of them joined the fray, he would no longer have a chance 

to flee. 

“Mafa Merlin, you coward, damned scoundrel, maggot, what is it? You don’t dare to receive three 

spells? 

“Rest assured, I definitely won’t release Extraordinary Power to handle you, if you think you can resist a 

genuine Heaven Mage, then defeating me isn’t out of question...” 

Lin Yun shook his head and stepped in the air. Wind elements automatically created steps under Lin 

Yun’s feet. 

Lin Yun slowly walked up the stairs and sneered as he looked at Phelps. 

“Sir Phelps, to be honest, I’m very busy and I don’t feel like wasting my time with you. Since you are a 

Heaven Mage, I had Heaven Mages to fight you. 

“But if you think that Heaven Mages fighting you is bullying, then alright, I’ll fight you. 

“There is no need for your three spells challenge, if you can escape from my hands, I’ll immediately free 

the mages of the Burning Tower!” 

Chapter 1104 Teaching a Lesson 

Lin Yun walked up the wind stairs step by step, his aura slowly blooming. His body originally wasn’t 

emitting a single mana fluctuation and made him look like an ordinary person, but the fluctuations were 

now raising without limit. 

Terrifying mana fluctuations surged like raging waves, which echoed with loud sounds as they spread in 

the air. 

Lin Yun stood there with a cold expression, his Draconic Staff appearing in his hand while the Purple 

Dragon’s shadow appeared behind him. The Purple Dragon coldly stared at Phelps. He was holding a 

multi-colored wheel shadow, and the center of the wheel had four precious jewels in its center 

representing the four elements. 



In an instant, the four elements condensed on their own in Lin Yun’s surroundings. Fire, Ice, Earth, Wind, 

the four elements formed a stable equilibrium. They showed no sign of bumping into each other. 

Instead, they kept fusing with one another, transforming into even stronger powers. 

A wisp of regret flashed on Morgan’s face, he withdrew the Darkness Elemental God back into the 

Demiplane and looked at Phelps with sympathy before slowly landing on the ground. 

‘Idiot, he actually wants to fight Sir Merlin? Is that guy an idiot? Does he think he can ignore Archmages 

because he advanced to the Heaven realm? 

‘Sir Merlin could already burst with the power of a 1st Rank Heaven Mage while he was an 8th Rank 

Archmage, if he went all-out, 1st Rank Heaven Rank powerhouses might not even have been his 

opponent. 

‘And Now, Sir Merlin has already advanced to the 9th Rank of the Archmage realm and his Foundation 

Law has already been established, not to mention his huge amount of mana, he was at least several 

times stronger than before. 

‘After that burst of mana, the Darkness Elemental God expressed that Sir Merlin is the strongest 

powerhouse here. 

‘It is even unwilling to fight Mafa Merlin, it feels that the only outcome awaiting it if it did was death. 

‘That idiot Phelps, he incited Sir Merlin into making a move himself. 

‘Fortunately, Sir Merlin only took out two Magic Tools, if he had taken out that book with burning flame 

or the Spell Wheel, Phelps would have had no chance of leaving this place alive. 

‘Now, he is only using his magic staff and an Augment, Phelps shouldn’t die, right? 

‘Haha, wouldn’t Dedale go insane if Phelps died here?’ Morgan grinned. 

As for Jouyi, Harren, and Raphael, they all had strange expressions as they watched Lin Yun personally 

making a move. They could only look at Phelps with sympathy before dispersing the encirclement. 

But a smile remained on Phelps’ face, his confidence had returned and he was grinning while slowly 

diffusing his mana. 

‘Mafa Merlin is really an arrogant fool. Do you think I don’t know about your burst power being 

comparable to a Heaven Rank powerhouse? 

‘Even then, you aren’t a Heaven Rank powerhouse. You may be powerful, but you are only an Archmage 

and you absolutely can’t compare to a true Heaven Rank powerhouse. 

‘Today, I’ll teach that stupid and arrogant guy how big the gap between him and a true Heaven Mage is!’ 

Phelps raised his chin with arrogance, a flaming radiance flashing atop his magic staff. In an instant, nine 

orange Bursting Flames appeared around Lin Yun and flew at him from various angles. 

“Mafa Merlin, become ashes! One spell is more than enough to take care of you!” 

Lin Yun remained still as he coldly looked at these Bursting Flames. 



The nine orange Bursting Flames submerged Lin Yun’s body and explosions kept echoing. It was like the 

power of nine Bursting Flames layered on top of each other and exceeded the limits! 

Moreover, those orange flames were higher grade elemental flames, their power was naturally higher 

than ordinary Bursting Flames! 

Phelps proudly smiled. That was a spell he had researched for a very long time and the cast time was 

extremely short. It was more powerful than most single-target spells and would display its might when 

handling a lone enemy. It was definitely one of the strongest spells among 8th Tier Spells. 

After successfully casting it, Phelps started putting his staff away. 

But on the ground, Morgan and the rest were looking at him with ridicule, Morgan was even covering 

his eyes. 

‘F*ck, that idiot Phelps, he actually blinded me. I even have to rinse my eyes with Life Spring Water. I’ve 

lived for many many years, but this is the biggest idiot I’ve ever seen. I got blinded by his stupidity, it’s 

like a Curse...’ 

The orange flames slowly dissipated and a thin light membrane appeared within the flames. Lin Yun 

reached with his hand and the orange flames surrounding his body transformed into the most basic 

elemental power and dissipated. 

Phelps exclaimed in fear, “Law Runes? Fusion Shield? How could this be!?” 

Lin Yun’s body was wrapped in a spherical barrier, and several hundred runes were roaming on that 

barrier. 

This was Lin Yun’s new Runic Shield, but the runes it used as its foundation were Law Runes. However, 

that shield kept the shape of the Runic Shield. 

The greater the number of runes, the stronger the defense of the shield! 

Facing this spell, which was one of the strongest single-target 8th Tier spells, Lin Yun barely used several 

hundred runes to block. 

If he had used several dozen thousands Law Runes to form a Runic Shield, it would be definitely 

comparable” to an Extraordinary defensive spell. 

Lin Yun sneered as he looked at the shocked Phelps. 

“Done playing? I don’t have time to waste on you. 

“The condition is still valid, I’ll send the mages of the Burning Tower out as long as you can flee.” 

Phelps didn’t understand, he didn’t even think about fleeing. But then, Phelps suddenly understood... 

Lin Yun raised his Draconic Staff and several hundred Law Runes surged from the huge wheel shadow 

behind him. 

The large number of runes exploded in the air, before countless spells of the four elements appeared. 



Those several hundred runes seemed to keep expanding countless times, and the berserk spells of the 

four elements transformed into a huge hundred-meter-wide spellwave. 

Countless spells kept colliding against each other and earth-shaking changes kept happening. All the 

spell matrices collapsed and created into a berserk storm of pure destruction power. 

The four elements came together and formed the strongest elemental storm. 

The elemental storm surged and devoured all the elements within several hundred meters. This formed 

an elemental vacuum area. The elements were collapsing in from all sides, gales were even funnelling in 

from over a kilometer. 

Phelps was shocked. He promptly cast his Fusion Shield, and then large flames rose around his body. He 

used these flames to keep fleeing backward. 

But at that instant, the elemental storm that spread over a hundred and fifty meters used a shocking 

devouring power and forcibly tore apart the surrounding flames, making the elemental storm become 

bigger and bigger. 

The flying Phelps fell out of the flames several dozen meters away... 

Heaven Rank powerhouses wouldn’t dare to directly face this huge 200-meter-wide elemental wave, 

they could only dodge. 

Phelps calmed down and sneered. 

‘That idiot really scared me, that spell is indeed a powerful spell to use on the battlefield, but using it to 

handle a Heaven Rank powerhouse is like using a tortoise to chase a Wyvern...’ 

Phelps flew up and easily dodged the elemental wave, but before he could rejoice, an artillery shell 

exuding monstrous power appeared before him. 

Law Runes suddenly appeared on the surface of the meter-long artillery shell. Then, the artillery shell 

exploded and the terrifying force swept in all directions. 

Phelps’ Fusion Shield was directly hit and ripples kept spreading on the surface of the shield. 

The Fusion Shield didn’t break from Lin Yun’s reinforced Four-Element Bomb, but Phelps was sent flying 

into the range of the elemental storm. 

Phelps flew downward, but was suddenly hit by a Four-Element Bomb and was once again pushed back 

by the explosion. 

After taking four consecutive explosions, Phelps’ Fusion Shield was on the verge of shattering. 

But at this time, that 200-meter-wide elemental wave was already lashed at him. 

As the berserk elemental storm and Phelps’ Fusion Shield came in contact, it was like countless sharp 

swords were slashing at steel. The ear-piercing sharp friction sounds instantly echoed. 



Phelps’ Fusion Shield was thoroughly shattered by the elemental storm. His magic robe was next, it 

looked as if it suffered years of damage and had been eaten by moths, numerous small holes appeared 

and its mana fluctuations completely disappeared. 

The bloody Phelps let out a mournful scream as he landed on a small mountain not far outside the 

camp. Lin Yun already raised his Draconic Staff and chanted a brief incantation. 

After chanting an incantation that lasted over a second, seven Four Element Bombs condensed in the 

air. The surface of the new version of the Four Element-Bomb looked like red copper and the runes in its 

surroundings formed a light membrane. Law Runes were also taking care of the propulsion. 

The entire Four Element Bomb was like an engineered missile. If its speed was even faster, the power 

would be even stronger. Moreover, it didn’t have the flaw that made it only able to fly in straight lines. 

Four Element Bombs kept flying at an arc, dragging long white trails as they chased Phelps towards the 

ground. 

Phelps had yet to reach the ground when these seven Four Element Bombs reached him. Explosions 

kept echoing as a several-hundred-meter-tall pitch-black mushroom cloud rose up from that small 

mountain. 

The several-dozen-meter-tall hill completely disappeared and fragments filled the entire sky, falling over 

a kilometer. 

Lin Yun put away his Draconic Staff and slowly landed. 

“Xiuban, go and get that idiot back.” 

After instructing Xiuban, Lin Yun no longer cared about this matter. 

The four Heaven Mages watching the battle from the sides were shocked. They had known that Lin Yun 

was powerful, but no one thought that he was that powerful after advancing to the 9th Rank of the 

Archmage realm. 

Morgan gulped, he finally understood why the pure slaughter tool Darkness Elemental Gold was afraid 

of getting near Lin Yun. 

‘Damn, hasn’t Sir Merlin just advanced to the 9th Rank? 

‘Is this really just the breakthrough to the 9th Rank and not to the Heaven Rank? 

‘Although that idiotic Phelps’ stupidity could blind my eye, isn’t he a true Heaven Rank powerhouse? 

That’s a true Heaven Mage!?” 

‘Even if he can’t use Extraordinary Power here and his strength is a bit reduced, it couldn’t be reduced to 

that degree! 

‘He shouldn’t be so weak after advancing to the Heaven Rank... He doesn’t even have the power to 

retaliate. Moreover, that terrifying explosive spell used just now wasn’t a fire spell. It had a huge 

amount of mana. 

‘That idiot should have already died... Right?’ 



“Sir Merlin, that idiotic Phelps should have already died, right?” 

Chapter 1105 Negotiations 

Lin Yun shook his head. 

“How could he say he was a true Heaven Mage if he died so easily. He can’t use Extraordinary Power, 

but he can at least protect his life. It’s only seven Four Element Bombs, how could they take his life...” 

Lin Yun said it very casually, but it made cold sweat trickle down the four Heaven Mages’ backs. They 

couldn’t laugh when they thought of facing those terrifying spells. 

Especially since Lin Yun’s words meant that he could release even more Four Element Bombs at once. 

The four Heaven Mages all shuddered. 

Lin Yun knew that the power of a Four Element Bomb was comparable to a Peak 8th Tier Spell, which 

was already its limit. Even if he used Law Runes, it couldn’t exceed this limit and couldn’t reach the 

power of Extraordinary Spells. 

Thus, he could only increase the quantity in order to increase the power. Releasing many Four Element 

Bombs at once would give a pretty good result. As long as the quantity could be raised enough, it would 

almost compare to an Extraordinary Spell. 

But Lin Yun wanted to emulate an Extraordinary Spell, he referenced the few memories of nuclear 

warheads he possessed and tested whether he could create burst power that could compare to those 

nuclear explosions by chaining the Four Element Bomb within a short time period. 

Unfortunately, he couldn’t. He would only be able to create such a powerful spell after advancing to the 

Heaven Rank and using Extraordinary Power. 

If that spell was created, it would definitely become a huge tool of destruction. To destroy a small plane 

he would only need to go there and the plane would collapse with a few mushrooms clouds. 

Lin Yun was thinking on how to improve the Four Element Bombs when Xiuban returned with a bloody 

human-shaped lifeform. 

He threw the thing in his hand to the ground, and even Morgan, the person who loved watching others 

make fools of themselves, couldn’t bear to look at it and looked away. This was too miserable. 

Phelps had already lost consciousness and only a few strips of his robe remained. Three of his limbs 

were broken, his two arms and a leg were twisted at a strange angle. 

Only half of the magic staff he was still holding onto remained, the other half had been broken off 

somewhere. 

Half of his meticulously combed hair had been burnt and his skin was dripping with blood. He was 

injured everywhere, and if not for sensing his breath and his mana fluctuations, anyone would think that 

this was a corpse, a corpse that had suffered a very miserable death. 



No one cared about Phelps’ fate. As Lin Yun said, Heaven Rank powerhouses were already another 

species and mortals couldn’t compare. He wouldn’t die as long as his heart wasn’t destroyed and his 

head wasn’t cut off. 

When the corpse-like Phelps was thrown into the captives’ barracks, those complaining mages were 

immediately silenced. 

A Heaven Mage was beaten so badly... They weren’t Heaven Mages, they would definitely die if they 

remained arrogant. 

After the fight finished, the mages Phelps brought immediately flew away. They saw Phelps being 

overpowered and captured, how could they dare to approach Lin Yun’s camp? 

... 

“What? Sir Phelps was captured? By Mafa Merlin? Mafa Merlin defeated Sir Phelps? Are you making fun 

of me?!” 

Hearing their alarmed report, Dedale was startled and angry. He didn’t believe it at first, but everyone 

said the exact same thing so Dedale had no other choice but to believe them. 

‘Damn b*stard, is Mafa Merlin that strong? 

‘Even if Phelps just advanced to the Heaven Rank, he is a genuine Heaven Mage, how did he do it? 

‘He is actually that strong... 

‘Heaven Mage... F*ck, that’s a Heaven Mage. Phelps might have just advanced, but if he had enough 

time, he would have become extremely powerful. 

‘He managed to advance in this damned place, he definitely wouldn’t stop at the 1st Rank. 

‘How many Heaven Rank powerhouses are there in the Burning Tower? Now, one of them got captured, 

and a very talented one that could have become the Burning Tower’s pillar in the future...’ 

Dedale was startled and angry, but he unconsciously put Lin Yun on the same level, ‘Many Archmages 

and even a Heaven Mage got captured, what should I do? 

‘I should hurry up and negotiate, something big might happen if there is more trouble. If a war truly 

blows up, Phelps’ head would definitely be the first to be cut off. 

‘Losing a hundred 9th Rank Archmages can’t even compare to losing a true Heaven Mage.’ 

Dedale hurriedly called someone. 

“Sir Sumart, you have to immediately rush to Mafa Merlin’s camp to negotiate. Remember, saving Sir 

Phelps is the most important thing, anything else isn’t important. 

“Everything else can wait for after Sir Phelps has been saved. 

“Sir Sumart, you are the most calm and stead person I brought, you cannot let the negotiation fail...” 

Smart heavily nodded and left for Lin Yun’s camp. 



After reaching the outside of the camp, Sumart led everyone to land and then dispatched someone to 

announce their arrival. He was at least keeping up with the basic courtesy. 

Inside the camp, Morgan was holding a crystal mirror which reflected the scene from the entrance. 

“Hmpf, the Burning Tower’s mages are just as arrogant as always. If not for Phelps being captured, they 

might have directly flown into the camp...” 

The Burning Tower came to negotiate, and although they still seemed arrogant, they remained 

courteous. 

... 

In a big tent, Sumart and Lin Yun were sitting on both sides of the table. Sumart had a calm expression 

as he first criticized Lin Yun. 

“Sir Mafa Merlin, I came on behalf of the Burning Tower to negotiate in good faith. 

“As an alliance, this kind of thing shouldn’t happen between us. Sir Merlin, you captured our Burning 

Tower’s mages, and even captured Sir Phelps, please give us a rational explanation first.” 

“Rational explanation? Sir Sumart, it looks like you don’t know anything. I also don’t feel like talking that 

much, I’m very busy and short on time.” 

Lin Yun extended a hand and showed his five fingers as he quoted the price, “50 Pseudo Heaven Rank 

Magic Beast’s mana crystals in exchange for Phelps. 

“As for the other mages, 3 Pseudo Heaven Rank mana crystals by person. No bargaining, I’m very busy. 

“You can decide now if you want to have a deal or not, but don’t come bothering me again after taking 

your decision.” 

A trace of anger flashed in Sumart’s face, but he instantly suppressed it. 

“Sir Mafa Merlin, 50 Pseudo Heaven Rank mana crystals? Is this extortion? 

“This is too much, 30 at most, we can’t go higher. 

“I came to negotiate in good faith, Sir Merlin!” 

Lin Yun sneered. 

“Sir Sumart, I don’t care whether you are aware of what happened or not. I’m giving you three seconds 

to think about it, 50 mana crystals, no haggling. 

“It’s only 50 mana crystals, a drop of Beast God’s Blood is a hundred. I’m giving you a discount because 

we are all humans. 

“If not because of those Beastmen, you would have needed 200 mana crystals to get that idiot back 

alive.” 

Sumart recalled Dedale’s instructions and suppressed his anger before nodding. 

“Alright, 50 mana crystals, but I need to see Sir Phelps first.” 



Lin Yun nodded and quickly sent someone to lead him to the injured Phelps. Sumart almost shed tears 

when he saw Phelps’ appearance. 

The Heaven Mage needed someone to help him walk, his body was full of injuries and three of his 

broken limbs had been roughly set. 

Restraining his anger, Sumart immediately took out fifty mana crystals and gave them to Lin Yun before 

rushing to treat Phelps. 

After leading Phelps to a lone magic tent and making him drink three Health Potions, the latter’s injuries 

rapidly healed. 

Sumart smeared medicine on Phelps’ body while comforting him. 

“Rest assured Sir Phelps, everything else will be easy to handle as long as we rescue you. That Mafa 

Merlin is a greedy guy, we have to make him spit out everything he devoured. 

“He actually dared to capture our Burning Tower’s people, that’s trampling over the Burning Tower’s 

honor. We definitely can’t let him have an easy time. Once we return, we have to notify everyone and 

make everyone destroy this alliance-shattering-fool. 

“That daring guy captured our mages for no reason. We have to retaliate against the Merlin Family after 

we leave the Raging Flame Battlefield...” 

Phelps had a strange expression and remained silent for a long time. His expression was very unsightly. 

After a while, he said with a dark expression, “We can’t make it public, this time we were tricked by an 

idiot. That damned idiot... Forget it, let’s have the foolish Sizhang tell you in person. 

“I also don’t know everything...” 

Phelps gritted his teeth as he scolded a few times. But he had scolded Sizhang and not Lin Yun, which 

made Sumart somewhat puzzled. 

Sumart went to look for Lin Yun again, but Lin Yun was no longer there, so Sumart could only take out 

three more Pseudo Heaven Rank mana crystals to trade for Sizhang. 

After returning to the magic tent, Phelps stood there with a sinister expression and coldly stared at 

Sizhang. 

“Speak, tell everything you know to Sir Sumart. Remember, we want to know the truth and not the lies 

you weave!” 

Sizhang was finally rescued. He thoroughly despaired when he saw the captured Phelps and no longer 

held the hope of being lucky. He could only tell the truth. 

“Sir Dedale sent me to discuss a collaboration with Mafa Merlin. I thought he wouldn’t cooperate so 

easily with us, so I wanted to scare him a bit... 

“But who would have thought that he wasn’t willing to give me the chance to speak and drove me out. I 

then met Sir Dylas of the Shadow Tower and he instigated me into cooperating with him to steal Mafa 

Merlin’s refining technique...” 



Chapter 1106 Negotiation 2 

“But the dispatched mage was caught by Mafa Merlin after diving into his Demiplane. 

“Then, the insidious Dylas instigated me into taking over Mafa Merlin’s camp and snatching his 

technique by force. I was afraid of the punishment upon my return and thus I agreed and brought in 

some people to jointly attack Mafa Merlin’s camp. 

“But who would have thought that there were so many powerhouses in Mafa Merlin’s camp. We simply 

weren’t their opponents and we were all captured... 

“Then, Sir Phelps was also captured...” 

The more Sizhang spoke, the quieter and paler he became, he could already guess what kind of 

punishment he would be met with after returning. 

Phelps gritted his teeth and fiercely slapped Sizhang. 

“Too many powerhouses? You idiot almost killed us, I almost died because of you! 

“Damn fool! There are four Heaven Mages in this camp, that’s five when you add Mafa Merlin and his 

Heaven Rank strength! 

“Yet you actually rushed to plunder?! Will you not rest until we die?!” 

Sizhang took the slap, not daring to resist, before angrily cursing Dylas. 

“I was originally aware that I was in the wrong, but I was deceived by Dylas. I went so far as to attack 

Mafa Merlin’s camp only because of his instigation. 

“If not for that damned guy, I would have already discussed the matter of the cooperation...” 

Sumart was looking at Sizhang in shock while grinding his teeth. 

“Sh*t, after so long, it actually turned out to be our fault? We were the ones to destroy the alliance?! 

“Damned b*stard, do you know how big of a blow that would be to our Burning Tower if that matter 

was spread by Mafa Merlin? 

“Fighting over an ally’s technique, taking over an ally’s camp. If this is disclosed, no one would dare to 

cooperate with the Burning Tower! 

“As for that idiot Dylas, he really hurt us. That idiot smelly rat of the Shadow Tower had better not show 

himself before me or I would get rid of him!” 

Cold sweat trickled down Sizhang’s forehead as he thought of what would happen to him after 

returning. But he suddenly had a flash of insight and he hurriedly fought for that opportunity. 

“Sir Sumart, you must save the mage named Byron! He previously infiltrated Mafa Merlin’s Demiplane, 

he must have figured out the key of Mafa Merlin’s alchemy experiment. 



“As long as we save him, we would definitely be able to grasp the crucial secrets of the technique to 

refine Beast God’s Blood. With that technique, we would be able to use Beast God’s Blood to keep 

producing Heaven Rank powerhouses.” 

Sizhang wiped the cold sweat off his forehead, thinking that as long as they could obtain the technique 

to refine Beast God’s Blood, even if the process was a bit complicated, it wouldn’t be considered a 

failure. At least, he wouldn’t be thrown in a magic mine to dig. 

Sumart’s eyes shone and he immediately continued with the negotiations. 

After negotiating, Sumart redeemed all the mages of the Burning Tower with over thirty mana crystals. 

These mages had recently been imprisoned alongside the Shadow Tower’s mages and had gained some 

surprising information. After asking a few times, Sumart confirmed Byron’s worth. 

He once again looked for Lin Yun and started negotiating regarding the Shadow Tower’s mages. 

“Sir Merlin, I already figured out what happened and the cause behind that matter. But as an ally, I 

cannot ignore contradictions between forces of the alliance. 

“And thus, our Burning Tower is willing to redeem the Shadow Tower’s mages, every single one of 

them!” 

Lin Yun was happy when he heard these words. 

He hadn’t thought that the Burning Tower would care about the lives of the mages of the Shadow Tower 

and be so magnanimous. 

“A total of fourteen people, that’s 42 mana crystals.” 

But Sumart frowned as Lin Yun finished his words. 

“Sir Merlin, isn’t it supposed to be fifteen? 

“They tricked us into making a mistake, this is the tragedy of our alliance. The mistake has already 

occurred, our Burning Tower has the duty to correct it. 

“But we can’t give up on anyone. Even if the mistake he made is even worse, he is still part of the 

alliance. 

“Fifteen people for 45 mana crystals, please hand them over, Sir Mafa Merlin.” 

Lin Yun sneered. 

“I still have use for that last one. Take out the mana crystals if you want to redeem the others. I don’t 

have time to waste on you.” 

Sumart frowned. 

“Sir Mafa Merlin, to tell the truth, we didn’t want anything like this to happen. It was Sir Sizhang and Sir 

Dylas acting on their own initiative. 



“I didn’t know what happened, the mages of the Shadow Tower incited Sir Sizhang to make this mistake, 

our Burning Tower won’t let them off. 

“Especially the one called Byron. I already learnt that everything was his doing. His futile attempt at 

destroying the alliance would make us fail in the Raging Flame Battlefield. 

“We have to handle that traitor. Moreover, our Burning Tower has the duty to let everyone know the 

truth and learn of that guy’s crime. 

“I understand Sir Merlin’s mood, but that person has to be given to us for punishment. 6 mana crystals, 

this is already my bottom line.” 

Lin Yun sneered. 

‘This guy sounds very convincing, he is even deceiving himself. He specifically requested for Byron, 

saying that they would throw a bunch of criminal charges on him, but they only want him for the key 

knowledge of the refining technique he “had”. 

‘In the end, isn’t it for the sake of the Beast God’s Blood refining technique?’ 

“Sir Sumart, this person can’t be handed over. If you want someone else, then you only need to pay 

mana crystals.” 

Sumart got up, his tone suddenly becoming unyielding. 

“Sir Mafa Merlin, that person has to be given to us. He has to be punished for his sin. I can promise that 

you’ll be able to watch his punishment. 

“That traitorous plotter is a malignant tumor, his crime has to be publicized. He’ll then be delivered to a 

Beastman Ancestor. 

“Sir Mafa Merlin, I believe you won’t stop our Burning Tower’s aspirations!” 

Lin Yun stood. Disinclined to listen to Sumart’s nonsense, he left after casually leaving a sentence. 

Lin Yun had left Byron out, but that wasn’t because he was afraid that the latter had seen something 

regarding the refining technique, after all, the experiment Byron had seen, from start to finish, had 

nothing to do with Beast God’s Blood. 

The Golden Temptation compounding didn’t require some key technique, it was requiring perfect work 

every second during the compounding process. 

It would fail if there was any mistake in a single detail. 

Byron was left behind because Lin Yun took a fancy to his ability. Planar Infiltrators weren’t known in 

this era. He had luckily come across one and wanted to use Byron for his next plan, how could he give 

Byron’s ability to the Burning Tower. 

Sumart left, enraged at the failure of the negotiations. A day later, Sumart came once again and ignored 

the Shadow Tower’s other mages, only requesting for Byron. The Shadow Tower’s mages numbered 

fourteen people, Dylas included. 



There was a total of fourteen individuals and they were all worth three mana crystals for a total of 42 

mana crystals, yet Sumart ignored these guys. 

He then put all the groundless charges on Byron and insisted on taking him back to let him suffer 

punishment. 

Unfortunately for him, Lin Yun had no plant to yield. 

The mood clearly turned solemn. On the third negotiation, the thick smell of battle could be felt in the 

air and more mages of the Burning Tower appeared. 

It looked like a war was about to start, when an unexpected news spread out. 

The small-scale conflicts were escalating and the Raging Flame Beastmen started encircling and 

annihilated the human forces. Moreover, the vanguards leading the Raging Flame Beastmen were four 

Heaven Rank powerhouses! 

According to the news, the Raging Flame Beastmen currently had at least six Heaven Rank powerhouses. 

The real number could only be higher and not lower. 

In less than a day, the Quicksand Tower’s camp was destroyed and many people died. The Odin Royal 

Family was also forced to give up on their camp and started fleeing. 

Facing Heaven Rank Beastmen that could use Extraordinary Power, these forces simply couldn’t resist 

and could only preserve as much power as they could while fleeing. 

The few forces that had been hanging around Lin Yun’s camp couldn’t stand still when they heard the 

news. Sky City, the Henry Family, the Cloud Tower, the Black Tower, they all left Lin Yun’s camp and 

united to resist the Raging Flame Beastmen. 

Because of that, the Burning Tower, the strongest force led by Dedale, the “leader” of the alliance, they 

couldn’t keep arguing with Lin Yun. 

If they kept negotiating during that time, it would definitely end in infighting. Even if they ended up 

getting Byron, they wouldn’t be able to research the Beast God’s Blood. 

Because the Raging Flame Beastmen would have already annihilated the human alliance by then. They 

definitely wouldn’t be able to deal with these Raging Flame Beastmen just by relying on a few Heaven 

Mages that couldn’t use Extraordinary Power and they might end up dying in the Raging Flame 

Battlefield. 

Sumart hurriedly left with the Burning Tower’s mages, no longer caring about Byron. The Shadow 

Tower’s mages were also ignored by the Burning Tower; they didn’t use Pseudo Heaven Rank mana 

crystals to redeem them. 

Lin Yun brough Dylas and the group of shadow mages to the Natural Demiplane and imprisoned them 

within. As long as Lin Yun didn’t open the Planar Path, these guys would never be able to escape, even if 

their strength was intact. 

Not to mention that there were still two Beastman Ancestor Souls that didn’t listen to Lin Yun within the 

Demiplane, as well as the idle Enderfa and the mage army. 



The Shadow Tower’s mages wouldn’t be able to pull any trick. 

The fight spread to the entire Raging Flame Plane within a day, especially to the places with a high 

concentration of Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts, these were places contested by both sides. 

Most of the fights happened at the temple area. Either Beastman groups were hiding in the 

surroundings and a battle would start whenever humans appeared, or the humans were lying low, 

waiting for the Beastmen to trade their Beast God’s Blood. 
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The flames of war were spreading, internal conflicts didn’t matter at such a time. No one would dare to 

start something. 

Lin Yun gave up on the temporary camp and walked around the edge of the battlefield with a few of his 

subordinates. He never came in direct contact with the Raging Flame Beastmen, he only hunted Pseudo 

Heaven Rank Magic Beasts, or occasionally looked at the Beastmen hunting magic beasts and fighting 

over the loot. He simply didn’t give the other side the opportunity to start something. 

Lin Yun’s eyes roamed the battlefield but news kept coming in. 

In the morning, Sky City’s mages arranged an array near the temple and killed the majority of a 

Beastman team. A Heaven Rank powerhouse was even seriously injured as Raphael made him flee. 

In the afternoon, the Burning Tower was ambushed and Dedale was besieged by two Heaven Rank 

powerhouses and almost died. Both sides lost many people. 

The battle became very fierce from the start. Lin Yun silently counted the crystals he possessed. 

Before, Sky City and the Henry Family were giving him 40% of their loot, while the Cloud Tower and the 

Black Tower were directly giving him all their crystals. 

With both the Raging Flame Beastmen and the humans hunting the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts, 

the number of magic beasts in the Raging Flame Battlefield sharply declined. When going hunting, they 

would have to spend most of the time searching for magic beasts. 

Lin Yun had been able to study the Beast God’s Blood at ease. But now, there were battles everywhere 

and the four forces couldn’t focus on hunting magic beasts. The supply of mana crystals had been cut 

off. 

Even if the Beastmen didn’t attack his camp, Lin Yun had no other choice but to hunt magic beasts. 

After counting his mana crystals and referring to the pace of his study, Lin Yun estimated that he would 

need about three drops of Beast God’s Blood to research the secret of the Beast God’s Blood. 

With those three drops, he would be more or less able to figure out the secret. 

After a week, Lin Yun suddenly frowned. 

At the start, he had only been able to encounter only one magic beast on average. Sometimes he 

wouldn’t find one for the entire day. 



But the frequency at which he found magic beasts suddenly increased three days ago. He had 

encountered five Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts in three days, and he just discovered the 6th a 

dozen kilometers away. 

He took out a mana crystal and carefully researched it, but it gave no results. After pondering for a bit, 

Lin Yun took out thirty mana crystals at once. This time, the Magic Array caught a wisp of a different 

aura. 

After being gathered together, these mana crystals were pointing to a direction. It was the direction of 

the temple. But after the quantity increase, the spatial power contained within started faintly resonating 

with another location. 

He took out all his mana crystals and even set up an array blocking the resonance between the mana 

crystals and the temple. At that time, Lin Yun was able to feel a faint resonance. 

That wisp of resonance wasn’t leading to the temple’s area, it was leading him forward, slightly towards 

the side. 

After putting away the mana crystals, Lin Yun frowned and flew in the air to look in the direction of the 

resonance, doubts and expectations flashing within his eyes. 

That wisp of resonance appeared at a very low frequency, it would appear once every two hours. He 

wouldn’t have discovered it if not for luck. 

“We are going in that direction.” 

Lin Yun pointed at the direction from which the resonance was coming. 

Xiuban started scratching his head and said, “Sir Merlin, we haven’t gone in that direction before. Didn’t 

you say that it led to the edge of the Raging Flame Battlefield and that the resources were even more 

scarce in that direction. 

Lin Yun nodded. 

“That’s right, the closer to the center of the Raging Flame Plane, the richer the resources. The magic 

beasts would also be low in numbers. 

“But because of this, I neglected something...” 

The entire Raging Flame Battlefield was a strange small plane, it was essentially a time and space node. 

Normally mana would become even more rarefied when reaching the edge of this kind of small plane. 

The edgemost location could even lead into the chaotic void. They could even encounter a voidstorm 

that would blast them apart if they were unlucky. They would die without leaving a corpse behind. 

Moreover, that was a desolate place, and no one would face the dangers for that kind of desolate area. 

But there was a clue now, which gave Lin Yun a bold thought. 

On the way to the edge of the Raging Flame Battlefield, the vegetation was indeed getting scarcer and 

scarcer and the various magic materials and resources were dwindling. 



If he was right, the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts he would encounter had never been hunted 

before. 

Then, Lin Yun suddenly sensed a reaction a few kilometers away. Suddenly, there was the feeling of a 

Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beast appearing. Then, the feeling of the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beast 

appeared closer to the center of the Raging Flame Battlefield. 

A bold guess appeared in Lin Yun’s mind. 

‘These magic beasts are created here!’ 

He flew all the way to the place where the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beast suddenly appeared, but 

there was nothing there, it was desolate like a desert. There was only a bare mountain peak. 

The entire area looked like a depression and from its edge, huge sandy soil steps carved from the ground 

led to the center of the depression. As for that bare mountain peak, it was in the center of that 

depression. 

Looking at this huge depression, Lin Yun flew up in the sky and runes appeared before his eyes, followed 

by array patterns. 

But Lin Yun was unable to finish inferring. 

‘Damn, that’s a huge array. It’s not ordinary, it’s using Law Runes as nodes! I actually can’t infer it, this is 

definitely a Heaven Grade Array!’ 

Shock flashed in Lin Yun’s eyes, but it was instantly replaced by a smile. He flew to the center of the 

array and flew around the peak a few times before stopping in front of an unremarkable notch. 

He opened his mouth and three runes entered the notch. In an instant, the entire mountain seemed to 

become transparent, and numerous runes filled the mountain peak. The mountain peak and the 

depression were linked together and formed a huge tri-dimensional array! 

Moreover, all the runes in the array were Law Runes. 

Boundless power from the void was entering the array and was forcibly torn apart before scattering and 

fusing with the array. Various elemental powers were separated and then entered the mountain peak 

through the array. 

Flame power was currently being condensed at the peak of the mountain, along with a wisp of spatial 

power. 

That spatial power formed an inner core around which the flame power continuously converged. 

Once the flame power was compressed to its peak, a light appeared at the peak of the mountain and a 

burning flame mana crystal appeared out of nowhere. Then, all the flames were compressed into the 

mana crystal and the mana crystal grew stronger and stronger. 

It only took a few seconds before all the flames disappeared and a Level 40 fire mana crystal remained 

floating there. 



Before Lin Yun could move, the array activated again and the formidable spatial power within the mana 

crystal roamed the entire array. 

At that instant, numerous Law Runes revolved within the array and all the runes instantly transformed. 

The entire array transformed into another type of array. 

At the top of the mountain peak, a fearful Striped Tiger suddenly appeared and that fire mana crystal 

slowly merged with that Striped Tiger’s head. 

Then, the spatial power once again appeared and the Striped Tiger disappeared from the mountain 

peak. 

This time, this depression and the mountain peak regained their ordinary original appearance and there 

was no sign of abnormality. 

A smile appeared on Lin Yun’s face. 

Last time in the temple, Lin Yun had been doubtful when he discovered that the Pseudo Heaven Rank 

Magic Beasts’ mana crystals could convert into items. 

The Raging Flame Battlefield couldn’t be considered a big plane, but it wasn’t small either. After all, no 

matter how big a small plane was, it couldn’t endure endless hunting. 

Those Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts were magic beasts at the 40th level, even though they weren’t 

genuine Heaven Rank Beasts and couldn’t use Extraordinary Power. As magic beasts, they would 

inevitably make their own territory, and the stronger the magic beast, the bigger its territory. 

Even if there were a lot of Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts, the territory of each magic beast wouldn’t 

be too small, it would be at least ten kilometers. 

Divided like this, the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts would go extinct from hunting and their number 

would decrease as the hunt progressed. 

Ultimately, there would be no Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beast left. 

But during these past few months, so many people hunted the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic to the point 

where each force saved enough for at least one drop of Beast God’s Blood worth a hundred Pseudo 

Heaven Rank mana crystals. 

Several thousand Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts had been eliminated. Such a huge power would be 

enough to destroy a kingdom in Noscent. But here, those Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts only 

guarded their territory and would rarely fight one another. 

Following the Beastmen and the humans’ hunt, the number of Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts hadn’t 

drastically decreased. There were just a lot less which limited everyone’s hunting speed to a certain 

extent before no longer decreasing. 

When thinking of the words of the old Beastman, Lin Yun had a bold conjecture. The Pseudo Heaven 

Rank Magic Beasts were made by someone, but they could keep replenishing their numbers! 



Even when researching the Pseudo Heaven Rank mana crystals, Lin Yun felt that these mana crystals 

weren’t natural Mana Crystals but artificially made mana crystals. 

Lin Yun thoroughly understood now, after seeing this array and seeing the creation process of Pseudo 

Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. 

This was a Heaven Grade Array, and a very powerful one! 

That array extracted power from the void, and Lin Yun guessed that it might be directly drawing the 

power from an elemental storm or a void storm. 
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It dispersed the berserk power into the most basic elemental powers before merging them with the 

array to form a stable mana crystal. 

Using spatial power as a foundation, the mana crystals were forcibly compressed and were even more 

stable than ordinary mana crystals, nothing could go wrong. 

A slight rotation of those Law Runes and the entire array would transform into an entirely new array. 

With the spatial power within the mana crystals as foundation, a low level magic beast would be forcibly 

summoned before the spatial power connection made the mana crystal easily merge with its head. 

With spatial power as the core, and the mana crystal’s elemental power, the magic beasts’ bodies would 

transform, it was like a huge amount of power was forcibly squeezed into their small bodies 

Due to the pressure of the spatial power, the elemental power couldn’t burst the low level magic beasts’ 

bodies and instead made them fuse with the elemental power. 

But in the end, forcibly raising their level to the Pseudo Heaven Rank didn’t give them Extraordinary 

Power. 

Even their huge bodies were an unavoidable side effect. 

By the time the magic beasts finished fusing with the Pseudo Heaven Rank mana crystals, that wisp of 

spatial power would be used to teleport them away. 

The entire process was completed by the array and most of it happened inside the array. Only the 

creation of the mana crystal and the fusion with the magic beast happened atop the mountain peak. 

The process could only be sensed for a few seconds. Moreover, almost no mana fluctuations could be 

felt during these few seconds, everything was hidden by spatial power. 

Surprise could be seen in Lin Yun’s eyes. He carefully observed this array and finally understood the 

effect of that wisp of spatial power. 

He gasped in amazement, that array could only be set up by a Saint Alchemist, every Law Rune pairing 

was extremely concise. 



The most important thing was that the change in the Law Runes not only didn’t make the array collapse, 

it instead formed a different array that didn’t conflict with the previous one. The difficulty was far higher 

than that of a Heaven Grade Array, it was a hundred times more complicated. 

“Masterpiece, it could be said to be a perfect masterpiece!” 

Lin Yun exclaimed in surprise as he studied this array. This seemingly extremely simple yet extremely 

complicated array wasn’t something he could analyze at the moment. 

He greatly profited from studying it for two hours, especially his understanding of Law Runes, it greatly 

deepened. He got a new understanding of the construction of arrays. 

At this time, an ice mana crystal condensed at the peak and Lin Yun sent out three runes before the 

array could change. The runes revolved around the ice mana crystal’s surroundings and transformed 

into a sphere of light that wrapped around the ice mana crystal, severing its connection to the array. 

Lin Yun took the mana crystal and observed it for a short period of time before confirming that there 

was almost no difference between that mana crystal and the mana crystals from the Pseudo Heaven 

Rank Magic Beasts. 

As for the difference, it was that this mana crystal didn’t have the aura of a magic beast, it was a pure 

mana crystal that wasn’t marked like the mana crystals in magic beasts. 

Lin Yun took the mana crystal, and since the array couldn’t proceed with the mana crystal and magic 

beast fusion, it immediately started condensing another mana crystal. 

It took more than two hours for an earth mana crystal to condense. 

After a day, a total of ten mana crystals had been condensed. Lin Yun kept track of the time and 

determined that this array could roughly condense ten mana crystals a day. 

At this rhythm, it would take a month for him to gather the three hundred mana crystals he needed and 

exchange them for the three drops of Beast God’s Blood. At that time, his research would reach a 

conclusion and he would discover the secret of the Beast God’s Blood. 

Would he still hunt for magic beasts after discovering this place? The number of Pseudo Heaven Rank 

Magic Beasts of the Raging Flame Battlefield could be said to be replenished by this array. 

There were only ten every day, which meant that there were only ten Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts 

appearing everyday in the entire Raging Flame Battlefield, how could there be enough to hunt? 

Lin Yun had personally led his group and they weren’t able to hunt more than ten within a week. 

This place might have never been discovered before because it was not only desolate, but also because 

it was at the edge of the plane, a very dangerous location. 

The most important reason might be because no one discovered the abnormality. That abnormality only 

happened for a few seconds and wasn’t emitting any mana fluctuations. Unless someone happened to 

be at the depression during those few seconds, no one would discover it. 



But he had discovered it. Others might come over to look for them and they would definitely check this 

place then. It was necessary to set up something. 

As he thought about it, Lin Yun appeared in his Demiplane. He heard miserable screams echoing just as 

he entered. 

Then, Enderfa fiercely shouted some curses. 

Lin Yun flew over to take a look, but he could hardly recognize the people sprawled on the ground. 

The Shadow Tower’s mages had their magic sealed, but their bodies were strengthened by mana. Even if 

they were worse than Sword Saints, they were far stronger than ordinary people. They would be 

monsters when compared to ordinary people. Moreover, their constitution was strengthened and their 

physique exceeded ordinary people. 

But now, the robes of that dozen shadow mages were tattered and they were all covered in dirt. Two 

people were moving a three-meter-long boulder from a distant stone mountain to a plain, a few 

kilometers away. 

On the plain, a huge building was slowly taking shape. The foundations were built properly, and these 

polished boulders were shaped into bricks. 

The little wolf was crouched on a big boulder not far from the building and the two Beastman Ancestor 

Souls were fiercely looking at the shadow mages, supervising their work. 

As for Enderfa, he kept moving back and forth, his three faces looking in three directions. He would 

immediately whip anyone slacking, making the shadow mages scream incessantly. 

Dylas noticed Lin Yun from afar and his eyes brimmed with tears of excitement, as if he was seeing a 

close relative. 

“Sir Merlin, help...” 

Dylas didn’t have time to finish his words before a blazing whip lashed at his back with a sharp noise. His 

robe became even more tattered and a cauterized bloody wound appeared on his back. 

“Damn fool, have you forgotten the rules? You must report first if you want to speak!” 

Dylas shuddered but quickly shouted, “Reporting to Sir Enderfa... Ah...” 

Enderfa’s faces looked at Dylas with devilish grins and he lashed the whip again. 

“Idiot, it’s the 9th time you made a mistake, so you’ll get lashed nine times!” 

The whip lashed out and Dylas rolled on the ground while holding his head. He couldn’t say anything, he 

could only scream. 

As for the surrounding shadow mages, they were fearfully glancing over, before promptly focusing on 

their work. No one dared to say a word. 

Lin Yun was suddenly cheerful. It’s been a few days, yet Dylas had already been taught to this extent by 

the bored Enderfa and was no longer arrogant. 



Lin Yun left a few words before looking for the mage army, “Enderfa, don’t kill them, these guys will be 

useful in the future.” 

Once Lin Yun left, Enderfa’s three faces grinned and whipping sounds echoed. 

“Idiots, you have a month to build a temple for His Highness Wolf God, if it’s not built properly, you’ll get 

one more lash for every extra day! 

“After building a temple for His Highness Wolf God, you’ll have to build a palace for Lord Enderfa. If 

that’s not done properly, Lord Enderfa will show you what a calamity is!” 

Enderfa’s words greatly satisfied the two Ancestor Souls, who were busy brainwashing the small wolf 

every day. 

They fiercely threatened the shadow mages, “With us here, you can rest assured in knowing that you 

won’t die from Sir Enderfa.” 

Lin Yun didn’t pay attention to those shadow mages and instead took a look at Byron in solitary 

confinement. That guy was standing in a small dark room, dejected. Even if he was a Planar Infiltrator, 

he couldn’t escape from the sealing power of the Demiplane. 

After finding the mage army practicing a new spell, Lin Yun led them out of the Demiplane and then 

started building new arrays around the huge array. 

These arrays would mainly be used for warning and defense, but this place was a small depression, it 

was open on all sides and not very good for defense. He would need to set up a lot of arrays and it 

would take half a month by himself. 

He had the mage army help with that task. In over a day, a circle of arrays surrounded that small 

depression. 

Inspired by the Heaven Grade Array, Lin Yun used Law Runes for the array and then connected these 

arrays together to form an Array Formation. When the time comes, the power of the arrays would be 

linked. 

If any array suffered an attack, it would disperse it within the array formation and it would scatter the 

power underground. 

The ground had become extremely hard in this place due to the existence of the Heaven Grade Array, 

the earth within a huge range was under the protection of the Heaven Grade Array. This was also why 

this place was so calm despite being at the edge of the plane. 

Lin Yun just finished setting up everything when he felt the earth shake. A few seconds later, the shaking 

became even more distinct. They could even see stones rolling down a hill in the distance due to the 

shaking. 

One of the mages flew up and checked what was happening, before suddenly shouting in alarm, 

“Heavens! What the... Sh*t! Magic Beasts! Lots of Magic Beasts! Enemy attack!” 
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A few seconds later, Lin Yun finally saw why the earth was shaking. In the distance, a huge pack of 

Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts were crazily charging towards them. 

There were Mud Lizards, Two-Headed Snakes, Frost Apes, Mammoths... 

A few races had predatory relationships, but they were all gathered in the same place, charging towards 

Lin Yun’s group side by side. 

Moreover, every magic beast seemed to be enraged and had bloody red eyes. 

Lin Yun was taken aback, he didn’t understand what happened to these magic beasts. Why would these 

Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts attack this place? 

But after thinking about it, Lin Yun somewhat understood. 

No matter what their race had been, once these magic beasts turned into Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic 

Beasts, they could be considered part of the same race. This was the reason why they hardly fought 

against one another. 

Now, Lin Yun had sealed this array and was taking mana crystals away whenever they condensed, 

stopping Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beast from being born. It wouldn’t take long for the remaining 

Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts to go extinct when faced with the crazy endless hunting in the Raging 

Flame Battlefield. 

When the time came, not only would they be eliminated, the lifeline that made their race live on would 

be severed. 

Outside lifeforms reproduced to continue their race, but the array was the key to their race’s 

reproduction. 

It was like the Nature Fairies that didn’t mate to reproduce. All new Nature Fairies were born as fruits of 

the Ancient Fairy Tree. And whoever dared to attack the Ancient Fairy Tree would be met with the all-

out attack of the Nature Fairies. 

Cold sweat trickled down Lin Yun’s back as he understood this. 

The mage army, Xiuban, Reina, the alchemy puppet, and even Enderfa joined in the fight and were 

getting ready to fight these Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. 

The mage army took to the sky and transformed into a dazzling golden fire cloud. Orange fire elements 

could faintly be seen within the cloud. 

In an instant, numerous Bursting Flames flew out and rained on that group of Pseudo Heaven Rank 

Magic Beasts. 

Booming explosion echoed as Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts fell to the ground after being hit by 

explosions. But the rest of the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts didn’t show any sign of stopping and 

were still frantically rushing towards the array. 

The puppet and Enderfa immediately released waves of spells that ruthlessly flew towards the Pseudo 

Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. 



Reina flew to the sky and transformed into her graceful Frost Dragon Incarnation before continuously 

chanting in Draconic. 

But that didn’t deter those crazy Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts, two snow-white ice beasts sprayed 

a large amount of ice in the sky over a hundred meters. 

This reduced the power of the flames of the mage army, excluding their explosion power. 

The alchemy puppet and Enderfa released waves of spells, but they were forcibly resisted by the four 

Barbarian Oxs at the forefront. The hide of the several-dozen-meter-tall Barbarian Oxs were like layers 

of dusky rock. 

They had almost no attacking spell, their specialty was their stone-hard skin and their defense was 

terrifyingly powerful. When facing their enemies, their pure charging power was enough. They could 

even knock down a mountain by relying on their solid defense and their sharp horns. 

Ten seconds later, that pack of Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts was a few hundred meters away from 

the array. At that time, Lin Yun had no other choice but to go all-out. 

The Purple Dragon’s shadow appeared behind him and the book of Death automatically flipped open in 

his left hand. Syudos was also controlling the Book of Mantras. 

Rune-covered Four Elemental Bombs continuously condensed in front of Lin Yun, dragging long white 

trails. The Four Element Bombs flew towards the Barbarian Oxs at the forefront. 

Terrifying explosions blew up. The continuous explosions and shockwaves layered together and forcibly 

flipped those four Barbarian Oxs, exposing the bodies of the magic beasts in the rear. 

Enderfa and the puppet’s spellwaves transformed into terrifying elemental waves that forcibly washed 

over the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts in the rear. 

Syudos controlled the Book of Mantras and summoned a several-dozen-meter-big fire vortex from 

which berserk elemental flames spurted out. 

Then, by using these elemental flames as fuel, he ignited Hellfire, Bone-corroding Flames, and 

Destruction Fire. It was like a flaming sky was falling upon the magic beasts and submerged that large 

group of Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. 

The first ones to fall were three Bone Devils. Their bones were bare on the outside and were rapidly 

ignited by the Bone-corroding Flames. They corroded their defenses and then followed their bones into 

their bodies. 

In a dozen seconds, the three Bone Devils were thoroughly ignited and black flames spurted out of their 

bodies, thoroughly burning them to ashes. 

With Syudos’ help, they managed to barely resist the attack of that huge group of Pseudo Heaven Rank 

Magic Beasts. 

Lin Yun frowned, kept condensing Four Element Bombs and used their explosive power to send those 

Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts flying one by one. 



But they were going crazy, they would keep charging towards the array as long as they were alive. 

There was really too many Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts and they were all united in a simple 

formation. The ones with formidable defensive power were at the front, while the ones with formidable 

casting abilities were at the back. 

Because of this, Lin Yun’s group couldn’t kill them one by one. Because of the transformation, every 

Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beast had a huge build and thick hide. They could take on one of Lin Yun’s 

reinforced Four Element Bomb with their bodies, it would only leave behind a dozen-meter-big bloody 

wound. 

But that big wound was nothing more than a small injury to those huge Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic 

Beasts. As long as their heads weren’t destroyed, it would just make the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic 

Beasts even more ferocious. 

After several dozen minutes, the situation was still in a deadlock. The magic beasts in the front would be 

repelled, and the ones in the back would continue the attack, not giving Lin Yun a chance to rest. 

Lin Yun frowned and made Syudos endlessly spurt out flames. The elemental flames within the fire 

vortex never stopped. 

Slowly, Syudos controlled the three kinds of strongest flames outside of the depression and arranged a 

several-hundred-meter-wide fire defense. 

As the range of the fire defense grew bigger and bigger, the burning power grew stronger and stronger. 

This slowed down the onslaught of the large group of Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. 

Among them, Bone Devils and other such magic beasts didn’t dare to get into the range of the flames. 

As for the remaining magic beasts, only Barbarian Oxs dared to cross the flames with their thick hides. 

The decrease in magic beasts reduced the pressure on everyone. Lin Yun had been floating in the air to 

put out fires everywhere, but now, he finally got his hand free and could take care of some magic 

beasts. 

There had been too many magic beasts before and he had to go to the largest groups to send a few Four 

Element Bombs and push them back, but all sides had been under attack. 

Lin Yun could get rid of a Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beast within half a minute, as long as it wasn’t 

those Barbarian Oxs. 

But after fighting for half an hour, Lin Yun could no longer stay in one place for more than ten seconds. 

Once the pressure had been reduced, Lin Yun’s eyes turned cold and he raised his Draconic Staff before 

quickly chanting. Law Runes spurted out and in an instant, 8 Four Element Bombs condensed at the 

same time and flew into a white arc before landing on the body of a Frost Ape. 

Loud explosions echoed as five of the Four Element Bombs exploded the Frost Ape’s arms, while the 

remaining three hit the Frost Ape’s head. That several-dozen-meter-tall Frost Ape’s head exploded into 

five parts and its mana crystals was sent flying away. 



The counterattack finally started. Within five minutes, Lin Yun led his subordinates and killed six Pseudo 

Heaven Rank Magic Beasts in a row. 

At that time, those several dozen crazy magic beasts slowly retreated, as for those that had yet to 

awaken wisdom, they glared at Lin Yun with hateful eyes. 

Those magic beasts slowly stopped over two thousand meters away before stopping and they all stood 

there like small mountains. 

Lin Yun floated in the air and frowned. 

‘Troublesome, I didn’t expect these Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts to actually know this location. It 

looks like they clearly understand where they were born. 

‘There are at least three leading Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts, so many gathered today to attack, it 

would be very difficult to resist. 

‘Thankfully, I already set up an array or these Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts would have been able 

to occupy this area within a day.’ 

At that time, a sharp roar echoed from a distance, and ripples could be seen spreading over following 

that roar. 

The clouds were swept by these ripples and every single cloud floating within ten kilometers was 

instantly crushed by the vibration. 

It was like stone had been thrown into the lake-like space, ripples spread over a huge range. By the time 

these ripples spread not far from the small depression, several ten-meter-tall sandstorms were raised in 

front of the huge depression. 

Dust and sand filled the sky and formed a several-kilometer-wide wave of sand that flowed towards this 

side alongside the spatial ripples. 

As for the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts several kilometers away from the depression, it sounded 

as if they heard their ruler calling out to them. They all turned towards the sound and knelt, kowtowed, 

or lowered themselves. 

All the magic beasts didn’t care about the waves of sand hitting their bodies. The crackling noises 

echoed like thunder. 

The huge waves of sand carrying dust and rock fragments ruthlessly rushed towards this side. 

Chapter 1110 Scary Opponen 

At that instant, the fire boundary Syudos had set up thoroughly lost its effect. The spatial ripples, gales, 

sound waves, and rock fragments formed a storm of sand and dust. That storm was like an impulsive 

giant that arrogantly tore the several-hundred-meter-wide flaming wall to shreds. 

The flames covering the sky were torn apart and fused with the sandstorm before slowly dissipating. The 

fire vortex in the sky kept spouting out elemental flames up until it was swept by these spatial ripples 

and sound waves. It slightly shook and lasted less than three seconds before exploding. 



Suddenly, those formidable flames that had lost their fuel and couldn’t be replenished were rapidly 

shattered by the sandstorm. 

The sandstorm’s remnant power attacked the surroundings of the depression. At that instant, the array 

Lin Yun had previous set up took effect. 

Rays of light illuminated the surroundings of the depression, all the arrays burst out at once and the rays 

of light converged into a huge multi-colored light barrier which covered the entire depression. 

That terrifying sandstorm was like a formidable flood that flowed towards the depression. Even after 

passing over the depression, the sandstorm still rushed towards the edge of the Raging Flame Battlefield 

and ruthlessly attacked the spatial barrier at the edgemost area. 

Suddenly, spatial ripples rapidly spread over that place which looked like an endless void area like smoke 

rings, only dissipated after spreading over ten kilometers. 

After the sandstorm attack, Lin Yun rushed out with an unsightly expression. 

‘2nd Rank of the Heaven realm! 

‘That’s definitely a true 2nd Rank Heaven Beast! 

‘It’s totally unlike those Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts that had yet to awaken their wisdom. 

‘That 2nd Rank Heaven Beast was still very far away and couldn’t even be seen, yet just a roar was 

comparable to a large-scale Extraordinary Spell!’ 

That spell looked like a sandstorm, but it was actually a kind of soundwave. The soundwave spreading 

speed and range were the widest, it was far wider than the range of an ordinary defensive spell. 

The powerful shockwave shook the space, greatly increasing the distance and speed at which it spread. 

Moreover, that huge power seemed to forcibly tear apart a layer of earth as it spread, thus, forming a 

sandstorm. 

Cold sweat trickled down Lin Yun’s back as he looked in the distance. 

He looked over the mountains, but even with Eagle Sight, he could only see within ten kilometers. 

But wherever he could see, the earth had been peeled and the mountains had become bare. Apart from 

the naked ground and mountains, nothing could be found. 

Moreover, the range covered by that sandstorm was only a few kilometers in width, places past that 

weren’t affected at all. This showed how precise and accurate the power and magic control of the 2nd 

Rank Heaven Beast was. 

Thinking of the might of that sandstorm, even after its power had been dampened by the mountains on 

its path, Lin Yun knew that they were in great trouble. 

It really was a huge trouble... 

Lin Yun’s expression was unsightly. He didn’t know if he was lucky or not. 



2nd Rank Heaven Beast... He had thought about it the day before. The array keeps creating mana 

crystals and transforming magic beasts into Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts, but what happened 

when the Raging Flame Battlefield wasn’t open? How come they didn’t make the entire Raging Flame 

Battlefield burst. 

A century of Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beast transformations, if they lined up, they would be able to 

encircle the plane a few times. 

Or was it that the array wouldn’t manufacture that kind of mana crystal when the Raging Flame 

Battlefield wasn’t open, which also meant that no new Pseudo Heaven Rank would appear. 

Or maybe it was that the mana crystals would be created, but the Pseudo Heaven Rank transformations 

wouldn’t happen, letting these Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts fight over them. 

But according to the information he previous gained, the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts’ locations, 

species, and quantity were in line with the information of the Raging Flame Beastmen, or with the time 

before the Raging Flame Battlefield was last closed. 

Lin Yun guessed that when the Raging Flame Battlefield wasn’t opened, this place might be in a halted 

state and time might not be going forward. 

Moreover, it was possible that these manufactured magic beasts were slumbering. 

Now that he felt a 2nd Rank Heaven Beast approaching, Lin Yun knew that the importance of those 

Pseudo Heaven Rank mana crystals wasn’t just due to their race inheritance. 

Rather, it was more important temptation to let them advance to the Heaven Rank, and let them 

awaken wisdom, to become true Extraordinary lifeforms! 

These mana crystals was their lifefine, all their hopes were now taken over by Lin Yun in that array. That 

was a good reason to be angered. 

‘2nd Rank of the Heaven realm...’ 

Lin Yun’s heart slowly sank. 

The gap wasn’t just a little big. The 1st Rank could be considered as having barely transformed into an 

Extraordinary lifeform, strictly speaking, it was like the infancy period of an Extraordinary lifeform. 

At this stage, the increase in strength couldn’t compare to the later stage, but it was like heaven and 

earth when compared to the previous stages. 

This was even stricter in magic beasts. A magic beast that awakened wisdom and gained the power of 

the Heaven Rank had a comprehensive breakthrough. 

A 1st Rank Heaven Beast would be able to sadistically play with a Pseudo Heaven Rank Purple Ox like a 

cat playing with a mouse. 

That kind of huge gap was much larger than the gap between 1st Rank Heaven Mage and Pseudo 

Heaven Mages. 



If a Barbarian Ox awakened wisdom, and gained Extraordinary Power, it would be able to stand there 

and resist over a hundred 8th Tier Spells without being harmed. This was a qualitative difference. 

When a monster transforms into an Extraordinary lifeform, their progress and change would be far 

more important than human powerhouses. Some aspects of its characteristic would undergo a 

transformation. 

But the gap between a 2nd Rank Heaven Beast and a 1st Rank Heaven Beast was even more important. 

It could be ten times to a hundred times more important. 

Just by releasing their aura, a 2nd Rank Heaven Beast could make a 1st Rank Heaven Beast powerless to 

rebel. The gap in bloodline and rank were strictly enforced by magic beasts. Every gap in level was like a 

moat that couldn’t be bridged, they simply couldn’t break through. It wasn’t like human mages that 

could use tools and technique to bridge that gap. 

All the Pseudo Heaven Rank here wouldn’t be enough to kill that 2nd Rank Heaven Beast. Similarly, no 

one here was that 2nd Rank Heaven Beast’s opponent. 

Everyone would die by the time that 2nd Rank Magic Beast arrived. 

Lin Yun had a faint smile, he wasn’t calm and collected. If a 2nd Rank Heaven Mage had come, he might 

have been able to do something at a terrible cost. 

But all those methods would lose their effect when facing a 2nd Rank Heaven Beast. 

The Magic Tools in his hands also couldn’t get rid of a 2nd Rank Heaven Beast. 

To put it simply, all his methods wouldn’t be able to break this 2nd Rank Heaven Beast’s shield, that was 

a monster with a super thick skin and blood. 

They might be able to resist for three minutes maximum, before the 2nd Rank Heaven Beast would be 

able to kill everyone. At most, the other side would have a scratch here and there, definitely not more. 

After Syudos became the Incarnation of the Book of Mantras, he had become comparable to a 1st Rank 

Heaven Beast, but he was far from having tapped in the book full power, he could at best display the 

power of the 1st Rank Heaven Mage. 

When faced with a 2nd Rank Heaven, Syudos might be killed, or the Book of Mantras might end up 

destroyed as an Extraordinary Magic Tool. 

Lin Yun had yet to make a decision when the magic beast standing across him decided for him. 

Those several dozen Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts once again charged towards the depression. 

They could see them rushing over from such a distance anyway. 

The magic beasts noticed that we were losing the fire protection erected by Syudos’ perception and it 

invisibly removed the pressure hanging over the heads of the Pseudo Heaven Rank Magic Beasts. 

Within three seconds, four Barbarian Oxs with rock-like bodies rushed to the front of the array and were 

merely a few hundred meters away. 



Lin Yun’s Four Element Bombs and the mage army’s Burning Flames flooded them. It was over for them. 

But then, their bodies tumbled and started rolling down hill towards the array formation. 

The formidable momentum they carried during their charge wasn’t something they couldn’t control. 

Four several-dozen-meter-tall mountains of flesh rolled down until they hit the light boundary and 

instantly darkened the rays of light. In a second, the darkened rays of light rapidly increased and Law 

Runes started floating out of the barrier. 

There was a huge number of runes around these Law Runes, the Law Runes seemed to be leading those 

numerous runes to roam within that light boundary, dispersing the power hitting the light boundary 

before spreading it through the arrays. 

After dispersing it into several dozen parts, the parts would be broken down into the arrays depending 

on their various effects. The light boundary only shone for an instant before turning dark once again. 

The impact of the bodies of the four Barbarian Oxs happened in less than a second and was resisted by 

the array formation. 

Lin Yun glanced at the four dazed Barbarian Oxs outside the array formation with a cold expression. He 

then opened his mouth and let out four strange runes. Then, four Law Runes of various colors appeared 

in the air. 

The three-dimensional Law Runes collided before forming a four-colored sphere of light. It then split 

into four and entered the bodies of those four Barbarian Oxs. 

Immediately, four lights simultaneously blossomed from the mouths of the four Barbarian Oxs and Lin 

Yun’s mana burst out like a leaking pipe. 

A huge amount of mana spurted out, and at the cost of increased consumption, four instant Four 

Element Bombs condensed in the mouths of those Barbarian Oxs. 

Such a close distance was enough for Lin Yun to condense the Four Element Bombs in their 

mouths.Moreover, casting interference was truly impossible. Normal mages absolutely couldn’t 

condense such a spell. The only way for Lin Yun was to rely on bewitchment for this and use his own 

mana to forcibly cast Four Element Bomb in an instant. 

 


